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Crystal City Citizen Review Council (CCCRC) Meeting 
March 26, 2018  

Meeting Summary 
7:00-9:00pm 

CCCRC Attendees:  Christer Ahl, Barbara Selfridge, Taylor Lawch, Harmar Thompson, 
Pamela Van Hine, Nathan Gould, Jane Siegel, Richard, Susan English, Rob Mandle, Eric, 
Linh Ong, Larry Withers, Eric Cassel, Michael Dowell. 

Staff:  Margaret Rhodes (Department of Community Planning, Housing and 
Development). 

Members of the Public: N/A 

Location: The Crystal City Community Room. 

 
CCCRC Draft Report to the County Board -  Christer Ahl, the Acting Chair of the CCCRC 
presented an overview of the draft biennial report to the County Board.  The Council 
then discussed the draft.   

• Every other year the Council produces a biannual report at the time the CIP 
and budget are being reviewed. 

• With all of the site plan submissions by JBG, it is surprising that the County’s 
budget proposal was not more supportive of Crystal City.   

• The sector plan projects a 62% population increase, but that did not account 
for reskinning projects replacing redevelopment projects.   

• The County projects a budget dilemma for the next few years, but we have 
seen this coming for several years so there should have been advanced 
planning.  Not having tax increases and continuing to spend at the same 
levels sent the signal that immediate consumption is the priority, not 
ensuring that development continues apace.  Development is essential to the 
fiscal health of the County. 

• Given that the TIF was cut again, does the County Board appreciate the 
nature of this area? 

• Additionally, the County Board is cutting the Crystal City/Pentagon City 
Planning Program Coordinator position for which we had fought so hard.  No 
one currently on the County Board was in office during the sector plan 
adoption and the Planning Commission has had a significant amount of 
turnover, too.  Has anyone read the sector plan? 

• Long Bridge Park is finally getting its indoor facility, but the fireworks are 
being canceled. 

• Traffic impacts need to be looked at in more wholistic way and less myopic 
way.  Outside experts are wondering what we are doing. 
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• It is my understanding that the former Crystal City/Pentagon City Planning 
Program Coordinator is still available for work on Crystal City. 

• Creating the TIF was a signal to the investment community that the County is 
supportive of the infrastructure here, etc..  What signal is a cut to the TIF 
sending? Because the infrastructure costs envisioned in the plan are so high, 
it is problematic to have the TIF reduced.  The streetcar is gone and nothing 
has replaced it. 

• The sector plan was never meant to be prescriptive and has some flexibility. 
There were supposed to be tools in the plan but the implementation has not 
been thoughtful - TIF, tear down credit, etc..  The TIF has only fixed “back of 
house” issues, but has not moved the needle forward.  Priorities need to be 
adjusted to free up dollars for something that would bring in new business/ 
stimulate development. The TIF report talks about bonds and DC has been 
very successful in leveraging the TIF to encourage redevelopment, obtain 
new theatres, etc..  When the County budget is strained, the County needs to 
drive new development and leverage the TIF - no risk, no reward.  JBG needs 
to make a splash and its plans are aggressive.  The time is now to support 
retail and residential redevelopment.  We need to refocus on our tools, 
generate more tax revenue and leverage private sector investment. 

• By reducing the TIF, what are we missing out on and what development 
opportunities are we foregoing? 

• The TIF is part of the budget process.  There is a link between the TIF and the 
CIP.  We need new projects.  JBG is working on Metro Market Square which 
is probably the only open space that will be realized in the next 5-15 years. 

• Looking at the transportation tracker put together by Rob Mandle, we are 
way behind on projects - 15th Street extension; transitway extension to 
Pentagon City; Army Navy Drive complete street project; two-way of Crystal 
Drive, etc. and these are just predevelopment projects. These are all “back of 
house” issues just to bring Crystal City up to par with other urban centers.  
These are not projects that will really transform Crystal City. 

• If you do not invest now you will not see a return in 10 years.  Leveraging the 
TIF will not destroy your bond rating.  You can borrow from it. 

• There needs to be a larger discussion about how to leverage the TIF.  The 
CCCRC should determine the priorities to help implementation of the Crystal 
City Sector Plan gain momentum. Crystal City and Pentagon City really are 
one market.  We need the 12th and 23rd Street connectors.  We do not have 
to do all of these road improvements, but we do need to do some window 
dressing with some new parks, etc.. The buildings here are ugly, but viable, 
and still have value.  We need to incentivize their redevelopment with tear 
down credits.  Proffers need to be rethought. 

• The County is a victim of its own success.  It needs to encourage more 
development.  DC funded the streets and stadium and redevelopment has 
been successful there. 
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• We need to quantify the benefit to the County provided by Crystal City so 
that people in other parts of County will support investment in this area 
which in turn will support the County’s long-term revenue growth. 

• Why are people not supportive?  They do not understand that Crystal City is 
an economic driver. 

• We need to quantify our “market shed.”  How much of our revenue is 
subsidizing the rest of the County?  We need to analyze the Crystal City and 
Pentagon City area. 

• We need to show what this area’s benefit pipeline is.  
• People do not understand how the Metro corridors support the rest of 

County and how renters put money into commercial buildings.  Crystal City 
subsidizes the rest of the County. 

• Impact statements are treading on a legal concern. 
• I would not build here if the County charged more for the extra density - 

standard and additional benefits. C-O Crystal City is a new tool to incentivize 
development and it is not working. 

• We need Dr. Fuller or another expert to look at this because the optics of a 
study done by JBG and the BID are not good. 

• Tear down credits were intended to offset some of the “above and beyond” 
benefits. 

• The 4.1 site plan process is so expensive and consultants are needed to 
navigate it.  If there is an interest in changing an application, the applicant 
has to go back to square one which is not the case in other jurisdictions.  The 
pre-review process is not helpful and puts you two years into the process. 

• Could the CCCRC pinpoint specific examples of the negative effects of cutting 
the TIF, such as not being able to achieve pedestrian connections? 

• Everyone can agree that a park is a good idea. The County should get 
alongside the developer for, for example, the 18th Street open space. 

• Crystal City has the least amount of open space.  Site plans can rarely pay for 
a full park. Park and Recreation staff has done an analysis of how much 
revenue a park generates.  The solution to the problem is the TIF. 

• The sector plan says open space is inadequate in Crystal City and every site 
plan should strive to provide additional open space. 

• Center Park would be the most expensive park per acre in the United States. 
• There is money coming to the state from the taxes collected in Arlington and 

Hampton Roads.  This area needs to see a benefit. 
• An outside voice is needed for credibility.  Open space has payback – it 

makes areas more livable, viable and attractive. 
• The sector plan already did the math but the County Board is already giving 

up on it. 
• This is why the BID took the lead on the Crystal City to National Airport 

(CC2DCA) connection.  The BID can elevate the conversation and get 
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feedback.  We got resounding support from the community.  We need the 
community to speak up. 

• This group can show communality across interests. 
• The CCCRC needs to identify how the TIF is prioritized.  We want a project 

that shows an immediate impact like the 18th Street open space. 
• The County Board needs to dedicate the TIF money to Crystal City. 
• One County Board member wants to eliminate the TIF altogether.  We need 

to send a more decisive message and we need to be more proactive and 
forward looking. 

• Maybe the CCCRC should share with the County Board 3 or 4 bullets on top 
priorities such as the infrastructure work that was supposed to be done 
predevelopment.  If this work is not done, developers will go elsewhere.  
Why is the BID having to do the planning for the County? Community 
benefits are a big issue.  There is a younger demographic in Aurora Hills and 
they understand development and are far more receptive to change than the 
people who were in the neighborhood 10 years ago. 

• How can we contact these people when they do not attend the civic 
association meetings?  The County is coasting and being lazy.  Social media is 
useful, but there is a need for flyers, buzz, information tables, a physical 
presence, obtaining access to apartment buildings.   It is important to get 
younger folks involved. 

• Bullet points are a good idea to show the County Board what our priorities 
are.  

• Cutting the TIF, eliminating the 4th of July celebration in the park and cuts to 
planner positions indicate that the County Board just wants to “milk” Crystal 
City.    

• There is no community facility in Crystal City.  There needs to be something 
for the residents.  There is such a bad residual feeling from the sector plan 
process.  

• What will fixing Crystal City buy for the rest of the County? Arlington is 
competing more with other jurisdictions. 

• There are four important points that should be shared with the County 
Board: 

o Point one: There is a Countywide budget gap and we can solve the 
County budget problem here in Crystal City.   

o Point two: The sector plan projection on revenue has not been 
achieved - all the economic value is being left on the table.   

o Point three:  There needs to be a dedicated revenue stream and a 
signal of commitment through the TIF. Development leads to more 
community benefits/a broader real estate tax base/more cash/more 
improvements.  The County has to invest as one does in a 401k to 
improve the dollar in to dollar out ratio.  
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o Point four: Time is a factor because developers are going elsewhere.  
The time to act is now.  We need to issue a call to action.  The 
solution to the budget gap should be investing in the County’s “cash 
cow.” Reducing the TIF does not allow you to get ahead.  Bringing in 
the right employers is critical and you need to have the right 
environment to attract them.  Companies are making decisions now 
and moving out now. The aging character of Crystal City is a problem 
and tenants are not signing leases because of this.  There is a need to 
create a sense of place with a compelling and fun urban experience to 
attract new investment and it is the public projects that can help to 
move the private projects along.  There needs to be a tangible change 
in Crystal City, such as a new building, a new park and a new Metro 
entrance. We have already lost time and opportunities. 

 
Next Meeting 

• The next meeting will take place in the June timeframe. 


